On September 27th hurricane Ian lashed Cuba, leaving a trail of destruction mainly in sectors like housing, agriculture, water and electricity supply as well as other basic services. The United Nations System in Cuba, supports national and local authorities response with a Plan of Action of 42 millions dollars of which 11.5 are available. A month after, the response is moving forward and, due to the critical damages, crucial needs still have to be fulfilled. To join our effort to support most affected people please consult our Plan of Action at the following link: https://reliefweb.int/report/cuba/plan-action-united-nations-system-cuba-hurricane-ian-response-october-2022
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Available capacity for

2 400 t
of food in 4 moving mobile warehouses

+2 000 families
benefited with hygiene kits

+22 000
children and adolescents
with school kits, recreation and psycho-emotional support

23 900
solar lamps
distributed

+500 000
People assisted with food (oil and rice)

50 000
people with water through motor pumps

5 000
people reached with water treatment plant

6 900
families, with collapsible jerry cans for water storage

+17 000
People with temporary housing facilities (shelters and tents)

6 000 m²
of waterproofing shelter for school recovery

8 tons
of medicines, medical items and supplies

2 electric plants
for health institutions in remote areas

137 cooking kits
for people at shelters

Participating agencies:
UNHCR, OCHA, IOM, PAHO/WHO, WFP, UNDP, UNESCO, UNFPA, UNICEF

For more information, please contact Mr. Flavio Bianchi, Development Coordination Officer, Partnerships and Development Finance, Resident Coordinator Office, UNS in Cuba, at flavio.bianchi@un.org